# Decision Support Release Notes

## Release 2008-10

### 1. Student

1. Updated Views in Student Records to Use T_STUDENT_HIST
2. Changed Email to Person Joins in Student Universes to Outers (BO Only)
3. Updated Logic for College and Department Codes on Student Tables
4. Created New All Student View Over High School History Table
5. Corrected Data in Table due to Synchronization
6. Added Census Dates to Tables for All Campuses
7. Corrected Missing Row in Table for One Student

### 2. HR/Payroll

1. Added Net Additional NetId Fields
2. Added Admin Level 2 Code and Description to Universes
3. Added Effective Dates to the Leave Tracking Universe (BO Only)
4. Changed First Hire Date to Employee Original Hire Date in all HR Universes (BO Only)

### 3. Finance

1. Removed Data from Oldest Fiscal Year in Budget Operating Statement Table
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1. Student

1.1 Updated Views in Student Records to Use T_STUDENT_HIST

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_STUDENT_AH_TERM
- T_STUDENT_HIST

Case Number: 20080225_52

Date Implemented: October 23, 2008

Description: Decision Support updated views to source from table, T_STUDENT_HIST, instead of table, T_STUDENT_AH_TERM. The update allows users to report on student data that have not been through a roll or move to academic history.

1.2 Changed Email to Person Joins in Student Universes to Outers (BO Only)

Areas Affected:
- Universe(s): EDW - STU Current Applicant
- EDW - STU Current Recruit

Case Number: 20080811_799

Date Implemented: October 23, 2008

Description: Decision Support removed present conditions embedded in the Current Applicant and Current Recruit universes which limited email data. Two objects have been added to the universes to allow users to receive full student data, with blanks if the student does not have an email address.

1.3 Updated Logic for College and Department Codes on Student Tables

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_STUDENT_CRS_REG_HIST

Case Number: 20061019_317

Date Implemented: October 23, 2008

Description: Decision Support updated the logic for college and department codes in the table listed above. The update allows users to access transfer student data reflective of the current college for the term.

1.4 Created New All Student View Over High School History Table

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_HS_HIST
- View(s): V_ALL_STUDENTS_HS_HIST

Case Number: 20070502_364

Date Implemented: October 23, 2008

Description: Decision Support created all new student view, V_ALL_STUDENTS_HS_HIST, using table, T_HS_HIST, as the main source table. The new view allows users to access data over the student’s High School information regardless of which data collection the user is using (Recruit, Admissions, Registration or Academic History).
1.5 Corrected Data in Table due to Synchronization
Areas Affected:  
   Table(s): T_RS_STUDENT  
   T_STUDENT_TERM  
Case Number: 20080909_507  
Date Implemented: October 23, 2008  
Description: Decision Support corrected an issue that was discovered in September 2008 where the data in T_STUDENT_TERM.CALC_CLS_CD and CALC_CLS_DESC was out-of-date each day by a day between DSSTAG01 and DSPROD01. T_STUDENT_TERM has been corrected, but there was a downstream dependency on T_RS_STUDENT. This incident corrected data in both Date Warehouse tables.

1.6 Added Census Dates to Tables for All Campuses
Areas Affected:  
   Table(s): T_AC_TIME  
   T_RS_TIME  
Case Number: 20080922_1132  
Date Implemented: October 23, 2008  
Description: Decision Support added the new census dates to tables, T_AC_TIME and T_RS_TIME for all campuses.

1.7 Corrected Missing Row in Table for One Student
Areas Affected:  
   Table(s): T_AC_TIME  
   T_RS_TIME  
Case Number: 20080922_1132  
Date Implemented: October 23, 2008  
Description: One student should have an ADM_DECN_SEQ_NBR = 3 for a 22 Decision Code from 5/8/2008 but has failed to load into the Date Warehouse. This was investigated and the row was loaded into the Applicant Decision and Application Census Decision tables.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Net Additional NetId Fields

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Employee Administration

**Case Number:** 20080505_172

**Date Implemented:** October 23, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added two new objects to the Employee Administration Universe. The enhancement allows users to create lists of people with a single NetId and domain.

2.2 Added Admin Level 2 Code and Description to Universes

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Employee Administration
  - EDW - HR Position and Job Hierarchy

**Case Number:** 20071214_527

**Date Implemented:** October 23, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added the admin level 2 code and title to the universes listed above. The additional information allows users to determine which Vice Chancellor employees report to.

2.3 Added Effective Dates to the Leave Tracking Universe (BO Only)

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Leave

**Case Number:** 20080205_328

**Date Implemented:** October 23, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support added six position and job effective date objects. The additions allow users to do historical reporting on employee leave in the HR Leave Tracking universe. HR Leave Tracking and HR Reported Time universes replaced the HR Time and Attendance universe.
2.4 Changed First Hire Date to Employee Original Hire Date in all HR Universes (BO Only)

**Areas Affected:**
- EDW - HR Deduction Administration
- EDW - HR Employee Administration
- EDW - HR Leave
- EDW - HR Position and Job Hierarchy
- EDW - HR Reported Time
- EDW - HR Salary Planner

**Case Number:** 20080813_231

**Date Implemented:** October 23, 2008

**Description:** Decision Support changed First Hire Date to Employee Original Hire Date in the universes listed above. This change lessens the confusion to the users between the General Employee Banner Screen and the Data Warehouse when looking for employee’s original hire date.
3. Finance

3.1 Removed Data from Oldest Fiscal Year in Budget Operating Statement Table

Areas Affected:
Table(s):  T OL_EXPS_SRC_DETL

Case Number:  20080903_761

Date Implemented:  October 23, 2008

Description:  Decision Support removed the data from the oldest fiscal year in the table, T OL_EXPS_SRC_DETL. The table only contains data from the current and previous fiscal year.